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Abstract—We present the monolithic integration of deepsubmicrometer complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor
(CMOS) microchips with a-Si:H solar cells. Solar cells are
manufactured directly on the CMOS chips. The microchips
maintain comparable electronic performance, and the solar cells
show efficiency values above 7%. The yield of photovoltaic cells on
planarized CMOS chips is 92%. This integration allows integrated
energy harvesting using established process technologies and,
as such, is an important step toward wireless autonomous
microsystems (i.e., “smart dust”).
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Index Terms—Above integrated circuit (IC), amorphous Si
16 (a-Si), complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS), en17 ergy harvesting, energy scavenging, monolithic integration, photo18 voltaic (PV) cells, solar cells, ubiquitous computing.

I. I NTRODUCTION

19

U

BIQUITOUS computing [1] requires the development of
the so-called smart dust [2], i.e., wireless autonomous
sensor nodes. One core challenge to such long-lived wireless
23 pervasive systems is their power supply. Cable wiring is pro24 hibitively expensive and impractical. Contemporary batteries
3
25 can only supply very little total energy (∼ 1−3 J/mm ) until
26 they run out, and their lifetime is anyway limited to 1–3 years
27 [3], [4], which is shorter than the typical physical lifetime of
28 sensors and electronics.
29
However, some continuously operated integrated circuits
2
30 (ICs) were reported to draw less power than 1 μW/mm [5].
31 The time-averaged power consumption can be even lower by
32 running at a low duty cycle. At such power consumption
33 levels, the harvesting (or “scavenging”) of energy from the
34 direct surroundings becomes an option. Energy sources include
35 sunlight, wind, electromagnetic fields, temperature gradients,
36 and mechanical vibrations [6].
37
A comparison of energy-harvesting techniques is presented
38 in Table I. The table is limited to approaches that are likely
39 complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) compat20
21
22

ible. This compatibility allows a high level of integration, which 40
is a prerequisite for low-cost mass fabrication. The performance 41
comparison is made per surface area (as in [7]), because CMOS 42
power consumption scales with chip area. The table makes clear 43
that solar cells can provide competitive power levels even in 44
an indoor environment. In addition, an alternating-current-to- 45
direct-current (dc) conversion is required for most alternatives 46
but not for photovoltaics (PVs).
47
In this paper, we show that a thin-film amorphous-silicon 48
(a-Si) solar cell can be manufactured directly on a CMOS chip. 49
Lu et al. [15] describes the first results of such experiments. 50
The monolithic integration of solar cells was presented on 51
top of unpackaged 0.13- and 0.25-μm CMOS dies. Here, the 52
motivation and background considerations are expanded, and 53
an additional experimental detail is given. We also present 54
new experiments on different CMOS generation (0.18 μm), 55
ring-oscillator (RO) test results, and an improved integration 56
process, leading to the better performance of the solar cells on 57
CMOS in terms of efficiency and yield.
58
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II. C HOICE OF T ECHNOLOGY

A. Solar-Cell Technologies

59
60

On the size scale of microchips, thin-film solar cells can 61
be considered the most mature one of the technologies listed 62
in Table I. They offer both long-term reliability (> 20 years) 63
and low-cost mass production. From the system perspective, 64
their merits include the delivery of dc power and output voltage 65
hardly dependent on the illumination intensity. Last but not the 66
least, the PV power generation will scale with chip area, similar 67
with the power consumption of a chip.
68
For indoor-light energy harvesting, the choice of solar-cell 69
technology is critical. By employing monocrystalline-silicon 70
(c-Si) solar cells for indoor energy harvesting, researchers 71
found that the indoor efficiency of c-Si is only 10%–40% of 72
outdoor efficiency, due to a mismatch of the c-Si band gap with 73
the indoor fluorescent light spectrum [9], [16]–[18].
74
In Table II, one can see that c-Si solar cells have rela- 75
tively poor indoor efficiency. Other technologies such as a-Si 76
or copper–indium–gallium–selenide (CIGS) solar cells can 77
maintain an efficiency value of around 7% under indoor-light 78
illumination.
79
Other considerations further narrow down the options for 80
solar-cell integration on CMOS. We discarded CdTe-based cells 81
in view of the environmental concerns with cadmium, which 82
might hamper industrialization (the replacement of lead in 83
solder has been a painstaking process in the electronics industry 84
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TABLE I
COMPARISON BETWEEN (PRESUMABLY CMOS COMPATIBLE) ENERGY HARVESTERS AND THAT BASED ON THE a-Si SOLAR CELL. FOR THE ENERGY
HARVESTERS USING MECHANICAL VIBRATION, ONLY THOSE MATCHING GENERAL VIBRATION SOURCES [6] ARE INCLUDED
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TABLE II
SOLAR -C ELL EFFICIENCY AT OUTDOOR (AM 1.5) AND INDOOR-LIGHT
ILLUMINATION CONDITIONS. THE INDOOR LIGHT IS A
REDUCED-INTENSITY AM 1.5 SPECTRUM; THE c-Si AND a-Si SOLAR
CELLS ARE COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS, AND THE OTHERS ARE
LABORATORY SAMPLES. DATA ARE FROM [9] AND [19]

[20]). Photochemical-dyed solar cells, as well as the currently
known polymer solar cells, have stability concerns over the
87 microsystem’s envisaged lifetime [21], [22].
88
Thus, we ended up with a-Si and CIGS solar cells as the
89 most attractive candidates for the monolithic integration. CIGS90 based cells have the highest efficiency among the existing (thin
91 film and monojunction) types, be it at relatively high process
92 temperatures [23]. In addition, a-Si solar cells perform very
93 well at indoor-light-illumination conditions. The a-Si approach
94 can be expanded to create tandem cells for higher efficiency
95 and output voltage. For both CIGS and a-Si technologies,
96 the production equipment is suitable for low-cost monolithic
97 integration on CMOS. The work of CIGS integration on CMOS
98 is presented in Part II.
85
86

99

B. Monolithic Integration

There are two approaches to realize a solar-cell-based energy
harvester: hybrid assembly and monolithic integration. Hybrid
assembly is off the shelf, allows rapid prototyping, and offers
103 the freedom of using different sizes for the energy-generating
104 and energy-consuming parts.
105
On the other hand, monolithically integrated devices bear
106 the promise of a smaller overall size and reduced manufac107 turing cost per system. The existing silicon wafer can be
108 used as the photoconversion medium on bulk silicon [24] or
109 silicon-on-insulator [25]. Our approach is along the “Above-IC”
110 processing philosophy (see, e.g., [26]). By creating a PV cell
111 above an existing IC, the transistor and interconnect density are
112 uncompromised, and freedom of choice appears for the solar113 cell technology; note that the indoor efficiency of c-Si cells is
114 limited.
100
101
102

Fig. 1. Envisaged autonomous microchip comprising of a PV cell for energy
collection, power management circuits, integrated energy storage (e.g., highdensity capacitor or solid-state battery) and low-power circuits. The PV cell
can be realized on the chip’s front or back side.

Our work follows up on earlier integration results of a-Si 115
photodiodes on CMOS [27]–[29], which show that a-Si p-n 116
and p-i-n diodes can be successfully integrated in an above-IC 117
approach. However, the current objective is more challenging, 118
although partly the same materials are involved. First, we 119
aim to combine standard CMOS with standard PV processing, 120
assuming that the two may take place in different manu- 121
facturing facilities. Second, photodiodes operate in a signif- 122
icantly different environment in terms of temperature, light 123
intensity, and, hence, current density. Finally, in this paper, 124
we show, i.e., both for the CMOS and solar-cell parts, direct 125
functionality comparisons between stand-alone and integrated 126
samples.
127
Fig. 1 shows the monolithic integration of a solar cell on a 128
chip by “above-IC” CMOS postprocessing. The daisy-chained 129
solar cells convert light into electricity, and the generated power 130
is supplied to the underneath CMOS chips by the vias and alu- 131
minum leads. The chip electronics, in addition to the low-power 132
functional circuits, include the energy storage and management 133
modules (common to all energy-harvesting systems). Tempo- 134
rary energy storage can be provided using an integrated high- 135
density capacitor or a solid-state battery. One likely approach 136
(not pursued in this paper) is to employ the upper interconnect 137
layers of the CMOS chip to this purpose. Between the CMOS 138
chips and the solar cell, an intermediate film (or stack of films) 139
is required to serve three purposes: for electrical insulation, to 140
create a diffusion barrier against impurity contamination, and 141
for better adhesion.
142
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Fig. 3. Realized samples with a-Si solar cells. A, B, C, D, and E indicate the
glass-reference plates, Timepix, Cu-PCM (i.e., the solar cell made on the front
side and the solar cell made on the back side), and Ringo chips, respectively.
The patterning is realized by a stainless-steel shadow mask.

Fig. 2. Schematic view of the a-Si:H n-i-p solar cell on top of a CMOS chip
(not to scale).
143

III. S AMPLE FABRICATION

The experimental approach reported in this paper consisted
of six steps:
146
1) the electrical pretest of the CMOS chip;
147
2) the deposition of chip protection films;
148
3) solar-cell deposition;
149
4) solar-cell characterization;
150
5) removal of the solar cell and the protection films only for
151
Cu process control modules (PCMs);
152
6) the final electrical test of the CMOS chip.
153
A schematic cross-sectional view of the realized a-Si:H n-i-p
154 solar cell on a CMOS chip (i.e., after step 4) is shown in Fig. 2.
155 In this section, the sample fabrication is further detailed.
156
The above procedures were carried out on a variety of CMOS
157 samples from different manufacturers, so as to investigate the
158 generic applicability of our integration approach. The start159 ing substrates were as follows. One type of substrates is the
160 Timepix chip [30]. This is a CMOS chip processed in six161 metal 0.25-μm technology utilizing shallow trench isolation
162 and an aluminum interconnect. The second type is a six-metal
163 0.18-μm CMOS chip with an Al interconnect, where saw164 line PCMs with ROs were characterized. The third CMOS
165 generation studied is a 0.13-μm CMOS chip with a copper
166 interconnect. We used PCMs processed up to the first metal.
167 These three types of CMOS substrates are labeled as Timepix,
168 Ringo, and Cu-PCM, respectively, in the remainder of this
169 paper. For reference, the solar cells were also deposited on a
170 surface-textured Asahi U-type SnO:F-coated glass.
171
To make a fair comparison, a sample holder (see the left side
172 in Fig. 3) was designed to fabricate the solar cells on all three
173 CMOS chips and the glass reference in the same run, with the
174 same process conditions. In addition, one CMOS chip (the Cu175 PCM) was positioned upside down, to deposit the solar cell on
176 the back side. The sample holder, including the samples, and
177 the final devices, are shown in Fig. 3.
144
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178

A. Planarization of the Chip Surface

The glass plates employed in conventional solar-cell production have well-chosen surface roughness. A slightly textured
181 surface is used as it aids in the in-coupling and scattering
179
180

Fig. 4. Surface profile of the Ringo chip before and after the BCB polymer
planarization layer.

of incoming light. However, excess roughness will lead to 182
problems with the step coverage of the thin-film stack.
183
The interconnect of CMOS chips is normally planarized, 184
except for the uppermost layers. Topography exists due to the 185
upper metal layer and the patterned scratch protection layer. 186
We found that the topography on unprepared CMOS chips is 187
too high to be negligible. We also processed solar cells on 188
the backside of CMOS chips; also on that side, considerable 189
topography is found, depending on the pretreatment (such as 190
backlapping).
191
Earlier work on a-Si solar-cell integration on Timepix and 192
Cu-PCM chips showed no direct impact of roughness on the 193
solar-cell efficiency [15], but the Ringo chips exhibit even 194
higher topography (see Fig. 4). Therefore, we chose to pla- 195
narize the Ringo-chip surface by benzocyclobutene (BCB) [31]. 196
2.8-μm BCB was spin coated and then cured in a varying- 197
temperature process peaking at 350 ◦ C. A surface profilometer 198
measurement on the Ringo chip before and after planariza- 199
tion is shown in Fig. 4. Sufficient planarization is achieved, 200
as later confirmed from PV performance measurements (see 201
Section IV-B).
202
B. Passivation Layer Deposition

203

Before the solar-cell integration, a proper passivation layer 204
needs to be applied to the chip surface, to prevent the chips from 205
possible damage or contamination. In this paper, an optional 206
100-nm-thick magnetron-sputtered TiW layer (used later as an 207
etch-stop layer), a 500-nm plasma-enhanced-chemical-vapor- 208
deposited (PECVD) SiO2 layer, and a 250-nm PECVD Si3 N4 209
layer were sequentially deposited on top of the CMOS chips. 210
Another optional 100-nm SiO2 layer can be used to increase the 211

4
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Fig. 5. Helium ion microscopy of an a-Si solar cell fabricated on top of the
Timepix chip. The metal lines, via the CMOS chips, and the layer-by-layer
structure of the a-Si solar cell on top of the chip can be seen.

adhesion of the solar-cell bottom electrode. On the back side of
the chips, only the SiO2 and Si3 N4 layers were deposited. The
deposition of these layers did not affect the underneath CMOS
chip, as verified in dedicated experiments following the same
216 procedure as designed in Section V. After the chip passivation,
217 1 μm of Al was further deposited as a part of the bottom
218 electrode of the solar cells. This layer is not strictly necessary,
219 but it lowers the series resistance and allows easy probing for
220 current–voltage (I–V ) characterization.
212

221

C. Solar-Cell Deposition

The a-Si:H solar cells were realized at Utrecht University
(UU) using a well-established process, which was detailed
in [8]. Briefly, the a-Si:H cell fabrication comprised the fol225 lowing steps. First, 200 nm of Ag and 100 nm of ZnO:Al
226 were deposited by means of radio-frequency (RF) magnetron
227 sputtering, using a multitarget sputter tool. Second, n-type,
228 intrinsic, and p-type a-Si layers were sequentially deposited
229 by PECVD in a multichamber system [32]. The silicon layer
230 thicknesses are 30, 350, and 24 nm, respectively. During the
231 deposition, the processing temperature did not exceed 200 ◦ C.
232 Finally, an 80-nm-thick indium–tin–oxide (ITO) layer was RF
233 sputter deposited as the solar-cell top electrode.
234
Three process adaptations were made compared with the
235 previous work [15]. The p-type Si layer is now microcrystalline
236 rather than amorphous. The realized samples were optionally
237 annealed at 140 ◦ C in an N2 ambient for 16 h, and the optional
238 Au grid mentioned in [15] has not been employed for the new
239 experiments, at the expense of solar-cell efficiency, for better
240 comparison. In addition, the active area of the realized solar
241 cells is now 0.16 cm2 for all samples.
242
Fig. 5 shows a cross-sectional image of a realized solar cell
243 on a Timepix chip, where the image was obtained with a helium
244 ion microscope [33]. Images taken from the glass-reference
245 cells confirm that the layers are structurally similar.
222

223
224

246

D. Solar-Cell Deprocessing

After the current density–voltage (J–V ) characterization of
the integrated solar cells for chips, which needed the electrical
249 characterization again, all the functional and passivation layers

247
248

were removed from the Cu-PCM chips, to open the bond pads 250
and to enable the electrical testing of the underlying devices 251
(i.e., MOS field-effect transistors (MOSFETs) and MOS capac- 252
itors). For deprocessing, an HCl solution was used to remove 253
the ITO, ZnO:Al, and Ag films; a 25% Tetramethylammonium 254
hydroxide solution was applied for etching the a-Si:H layers; 255
Buffered HF was used for removing SiO2 and Si3 N4 ; phos- 256
phoric acid (85%) was applied to remove Al metallization; and 257
a hydrogen peroxide solution was used to remove TiW.
258
On the Timepix and Ringo chips, the solar cells can be kept 259
during CMOS retesting because the solar cells are deposited 260
away from the relevant bond pads using a shadow mask.
261
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213
214
215

Fig. 6. J–V curves of solar cells with the highest efficiency on the reference
sample and on different CMOS chips under AM 1.5 illumination. All solar cells
were integrated on the chip’s front side.

IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

262

In this section, we present the solar-cell performance, includ- 263
ing the solar-cell efficiency and yield.
264
A. PV-Cell Functionality

265

The J–V measurements have been done at UU to char- 266
acterize solar cells on the reference glass substrate and the 267
CMOS chips. The measurements were performed under a 268
100-mW/cm2 Air Mass (AM) 1.5 condition.
269
Fig. 6 shows the J–V curves of the solar cell with the best 270
efficiency on the glass-reference cell and the solar cell inte- 271
grated on the front-side of different generation CMOS chips. 272
Fig. 7 shows the J–V comparison of a solar cell integrated on 273
the same type of a CMOS chip from [15] and this paper. From 274
the J–V curves, the important parameters, i.e., related to the 275
PV performance of the solar cells, were extracted and listed in 276
Table III.
277
In Fig. 6, it is seen that the current density of the solar cell 278
on glass and CMOS shows proper exponential increase with the 279
bias voltage [34]. In Fig. 7, one can see that there is no S shape 280
around the open voltage Voc anymore compared with [15]. This 281
indicates that our new process using a microcrystalline-silicon 282
p-type layer and an annealing process at 140 ◦ C in N2 can 283
guarantee an ohmic contact between the functional Si layers 284
and the ITO electrode.
285
The series resistance Rs of the solar cells in the new ex- 286
periment is 16 Ωcm2 (see Table III), which is less than half 287
the value obtained in previous work [15]. The reduction of 288
series resistance is the main contribution of the efficiency 289
improvement of this paper compared with the work in [15].
290
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Fig. 8. Surface topography of as-fabricated different-type CMOS chips,
which are measured by a profilometer.
Fig. 7. J–V comparison under AM 1.5 illumination between the earlier work
[15] and the new solar-cell experiment. For both runs, the a-Si solar cells are
integrated on the back side of the Cu-PCM chip.
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TABLE III
PARAMETERS OF a-Si:H SOLAR CELLS ON DIFFERENT SUBSTRATES (ALL
THE M EASUREMENTS A RE D ONE U NDER AM 1.5 I LLUMINATION AND
ALL THE CELLS HAVE AN ACTIVE AREA OF 0.16 cm2 ). FOR COMPARISON,
THE F IRST F OUR S AMPLES A RE F ROM T HIS P APER , AND THE L AST
TWO ROWS SHOW THE RESULTS FROM OUR PREVIOUS WORK [15]

Fig. 9. Efficiency of a-Si:H solar cells deposited on CMOS chips with different surface topography. In both experiments, the a-Si:H solar cell maintains its
efficiency on a very rough surface.
TABLE IV
YIELD OF a-Si SOLAR -C ELL INTEGRATION ON TOP OF CMOS CHIPS
OF D IFFERENT S URFACE A MPLITUDE F ROM P REVIOUS W ORK
[15] AND THIS PAPER. ONLY SOLAR CELLS ON GLASS FROM THE
PREVIOUS WORK [15] HAVE AN ACTIVE AREA OF 0.13 cm2 ,
WHEREAS THE OTHERS HAVE AN ACTIVE AREA OF 0.16 cm2

Table III further shows that the solar-cell efficiency can
be well above 5% on different generation CMOS chips. For
the BCB-planarized Ringo chips, 7.1% efficiency is achieved.
Compared with the earlier work [15], the efficiency gap be295 tween glass and CMOS has diminished from 2.8% to less than
296 1% (BCB planarized). The remaining 1% gap is due to the fact
297 that the reference cells intentionally have a diffusely scattering
298 textured silver back reflector, which enhances the optical light
299 trapping in the device [27], whereas the cells on the CMOS
300 chips have a more specular back reflector. The thickness of
301 the active absorber layer is the same in both cells; hence,
302 the collection performance is the same. For these reasons, on
303 CMOS chips, Jsc is lower, whereas the fill factor is the same
304 as for the reference cells. Indeed, from the second column of
305 Table III, we can see that the short-circuit current Jsc on glass
306 is higher than that on CMOS chips.
291

292
293
294

307

B. Solar-Cell Efficiency and Yield

As discussed in Section III-A, the surface profile amplitude
of the CMOS chip is different from that of the glass substrate
in our previous work [15]. Fig. 8 shows the surface profile am311 plitude for the used CMOS chips. Fig. 9 shows the solar cells’
312 best efficiency as a function of the surface profile amplitude.
313 As in [15], the efficiency of a-Si solar cells is not influenced by
308
309
310

surface profile amplitude, indicating a good step coverage of all 314
solar-cell thin-film layers.
315
It is well known that the solar-cell yield is related to substrate 316
roughness [35]. In Table IV, the solar-cell yield is summarized. 317
It is clear that, if the surface profile amplitude is less than 318
500 nm, the yield is hardly influenced. However, for a profile 319
larger than 1 μm, the yield drops down to 25%. The yield of the 320
BCB-planarized samples reached 92% and was closed to that of 321
the textured-glass reference cell. This result also coincides with 322
the findings in [35].
323
V. CMOS P ERFORMANCE A FTER
S OLAR -C ELL I NTEGRATION

324
325

In this section, the CMOS functionality after a-Si solar-cell 326
integration is addressed. Capacitance–voltage (C–V ) and I–V 327
measurements are reported on the Cu-PCM chips, which is 328
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TABLE V
MOSFET PARAMETERS BEFORE AND AFTER a-Si:H SOLAR-CELL
INTEGRATION ON THE CHIP ’ S FRONT SIDE (VALUES
AVERAGED OVER EIGHT TRANSISTORS)

Fig. 10. (Left) Typical C–V curves of a MOS capacitor before and after
a-Si:H solar-cell integration on the chip’s front side. (Right) I–V curves of an
n-channel MOS transistor before and after the same postprocessing. The inset
shows the threshold voltage shift statistics of eight transistors.

330

followed by the tests of the functionality of CMOS ROs and
a full mixed-signal CMOS circuit (Timepix).

331

A. C–V and I–V Measurements on the Cu-PCM Chips

329

362
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The C–V curves of MOS capacitors and the I–V curves
of MOS transistors were measured before and after the solar334 cell integration, using a Keithley 4200 SCS at the University of
335 Twente.
336
The MOS capacitor area was 1.44 × 10−6 cm2 with a gate
337 oxide thickness of 2.2 nm. All capacitance measurements were
338 carried out at a frequency of 1 MHz. The MOSFET has a gate
339 length of 130 nm. The drain–source voltage was 1 V, and the
340 source and the body were connected to ground for the transistor
341 measurements.
342
The a-Si solar cell can be integrated on the front or the back
343 side of the Cu-PCM chip, and electrical characterization has
344 been done on both of them. An almost identical performance
345 has been observed for both; therefore, only the results for the
346 front-side integration are shown here.
347
Fig. 10 shows no visible difference on the C–V curves of
348 the MOS capacitor and the I–V curves of the MOS transistor
349 before and after the solar-cell front-side integration.
350
From the C–V and I–V curves, the key performance para351 meters were derived: the gate leakage current and drain satura352 tion current ( i.e., Ileak and Ion , respectively, which were both
353 obtained at VGS = 1 V), the OFF-state current Ioﬀ , the threshold
354 voltage Vth , and the subthreshold swing S. The values averaged
355 over eight transistors are shown in Table V. After the solar356 cell integration, the changes of all the parameters are small.
357 The most significant shift is observed for the threshold voltage
358 of the front-side integrated solar cell. The absolute average
359 value of this change (∼5 mV) is quite acceptable in view of
360 similar Vth shifts encountered after conventional packaging
361 processes [36].
332
333

B. Functionality of CMOS ROs

A RO is widely used as a tool to characterize CMOS performance [37]. In our experiments, the power consumption and
365 the output frequency versus the enable voltage of a 17-stage RO
366 have been measured before and after the solar-cell integration
367 by Keithley 4200 SCS and an Agilent/HP 54642A oscilloscope.

363
364

Fig. 11. (Left) Power consumption and (right) output frequency versus enable
voltage of the RO before and after the a-Si solar-cell integration. The RO is read
out via an embedded 512-times frequency divider.
TABLE VI
DIGITAL AND ANALOG TEST RESULTS OF THE TIMEPIX CHIP BEFORE AND
AFTER a-Si:H SOLAR-CELL INTEGRATION ON THE CHIP ’ S FRONT SIDE

The RO includes a 512-times divider to reduce frequency at the 368
output. The results are shown in Fig. 11.
369
One can observe that there is no significant impact of the 370
integration on the RO performance both in terms of power 371
consumption and oscillating frequency.
372
C. Functionality of the Timepix Chip

373

The Pixelman software [38] and an automated probe station 374
were employed for functional testing of the Timepix chips at the 375
Nikhef Institute in Amsterdam, The Netherlands. The program 376
tests the functionality of analog CMOS circuitry arranged in 377
256 columns of 256 pixels. Each pixel contains 550 transistors. 378
It should be noted that the postprocessed chips were of a 379
lower quality category than those normally used. A fraction 380
of the pixels and columns therefore malfunction before solar- 381
cell integration. A summary of the test results is presented in 382
Table VI.
383
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The number of bad columns for both the digital and analog
tests increased marginally; 98.8% of the chip pixels were unaffected by the solar-cell integration. The change is insignificant
387 according to Timepix test experts, on the basis of test repetition
388 experience. Like the findings with Cu-PCM and Ringo chips,
389 the Timepix results indicate the possibility of postintegrating
390 solar cells above standard CMOS circuits.
384

385
386

391

VI. C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we have successfully integrated a-Si:H n-i-p
solar cells on CMOS chips by postprocessing. The solar cells
394 on-chip showed an efficiency value around 7.1% under AM 1.5
395 irradiation conditions. This efficiency is comparable with that
396 of the glass reference and can be further increased by texturing
397 the underlying CMOS or the solar cell’s bottom electrode. The
398 cell yield is equally high on glass and on BCB-planarized
399 CMOS.
400
For postprocessing, we used unpackaged CMOS chips
401 of three generations. Results are presented on 0.13-μm
402 (Cu-backend) CMOS microchips with PCM test structures,
403 0.18-μm-technology (Al back end) 17-stage ROs, and 0.25-μm
404 (Al back end) CMOS ICs (Timepix). All three microchips
405 showed unaffected CMOS performance after postprocessing.

406
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